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LEGAL BASIS  

 

This marine accident was investigated in accordance with the By-law on the Investigation of 

Marine Accidents and Incidents which came into force after being published at the Official 

Gazette No.29056 on 10th July 2014.  

Investigation procedures and principles are further applied by considering Resolutions of 

International Maritime Organization concerning International Standards and Recommended 

Applications for Safety Investigations Directed to MSC 255(84) (Casualty Investigation Code) 

and Resolution A.1075(28) Marine Accidents or Incidents, and European Union Directive 

2009/18/EC. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

GMT  : Greenwich Mean Time  

MT  : Metric Ton 

SOLAS : International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea  

IMO  : International Maritime Organization 

STCW Code : Code on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers 

IMDG Code : International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code 

ISM Code : The International Safety Management Code 

IS Code : The International Code on Intact Stability  

KW  : Kilo Watt 

TEU  : 20 feet Container (The twenty-foot equivalent unit)  

GRT  : Gross Ton           

GOC  : General Operator's Certificate 

ROC  : Restricted Operator's Certificate  

DPA  : Designated Person Ashore 
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SUMMARY 

 

 

Figure 1: Location of the Accident  

Note: All times in the Report are local times (GMT +3) 

The Turkish-flagged vessel named ALİAĞA, which alongside in Bandırma Port Facilities, 

inclined towards starboard side and was capsized while loading the container on the date of 14 

May 2017. 14 people in total that were onboard during the accident, 3 of which were  dock 

worker and 11 of which were   ship’s crew were evacuated safely from the vessel with a pilot 

boat which arrived at the scene of incident in a short while. A local pollution occurred on the 

sea surface after the accident, but it was disposed of by the intervention of the port in a short 

time. For the salvage of the capsized vessel, a salvage company was hired and the vessel was 

refloated on the date of 01 July 2017.  

The factors causing the accident were noted as exceeding the permissible load per square meter 

and not paying attention to the criteria to be considered in container loading. The lack of 

competence of the shipmaster and chief officer in container loading operations was also 

considered as another factor causing the accident. 
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SECTION 1 – FINDINGS 

 

1.1 Information on the Vessel, Navigation and the Accident 

 

Name of the Vessel  : ALİ AĞA     

Flag    : Turkish 

Classification Society  : Türk Loydu 

IMO Number   : 8121719 

Type    : General Cargo 

Place and Year of Build : Spain – 1983 

Gross Tonnage  : 1998 

Length Overall  : 77 meters 

Main Engine and Power : MAK –1177 Kw (1600 bhp) 

Port of Departure  : Gemlik/Turkey  

Port of Arrival   : Ambarlı/Turkey 

Cargo Information  : 96 TEU containers (each one is 26.5 tons, and boron ore cargo) 

Number of Personnel  : 13 

Type of Navigation  : Coastal Navigation (Domestic voyage) 

 

Date/Time of the Accident : 14.05.2017 / 15:50 

Type of the Accident  : Serious marine accident  

Location of the Accident : Port of Bandırma / Sea of Marmara 

Injured/Dead/Missing  : 3 slightly injured personnel /-/- 
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Damage : Capsized1 vessel was refloated on the date of 01.07.2017. 

Pollution   : A local pollution occurred on the sea surface after the accident. 

 

Figure 2:  The vessel ALİ AĞA  

 

1.2 Environmental Conditions 

 

On the date of the accident, The vessel ALİ AĞA was alongside2 the dock No. 9 of Port of 

Bandırma, Sea of Marmara.  Weather condition in the region reported for that day; the wind 

was blowing at 3 to 4 force in the east northeastern direction, the weather was clear, the sea was 

calm and the vision was good. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Capsized: A vessel's being overturned, upside down by leaning on one side. 
2 Being alongside: A vessel's being approached to another vessel or a port by directing its boardside 

completely. 
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1.3 Course of Events in the Accident 

 

The vessel named ALİ AĞA  departure from the port on the date of 22.05.2017 at 22:00 to 

unload the container load, which was loaded from port of Gemlik that is the last port of loading, 

in port of Bandırma. The vessel safely berthed in the dock No. 9 of Çelebi Port of Bandırma on 

the date of 14.05.2017 at 06:00. Unloading procedures started at 08:00 and were completed at 

09:00 without any problem. (Figure 3) 

 

Figure 3: View after the Unloading were Completed 

It was decided to load 96 TEU containers, each weighing approximately 26.5 - 26.7 MT, and 

the loading process started at 09:30. The loading operations are accompanied by chief officer 

of the vessel and tally clerk. The helmsman, who was onboard, was helping placing the 

container onboard the vessel. No ballast operation was carried out during the loading. The 

ballast need of vessel was met by the operations carried out during the navigation between 

Gemlik - Bandırma. 78 containers in total were stowed in the vessel's hold. After 14 containers 

were stowed on the hold covers, the 15th container was first put in the section 5, which was 

indicated in the loading plan, and then was lifted up and put to the starboard side of the section 

7 (Figure 4). As a result of this operation, the vessel noticeably inclined towards starboard side. 

16th container should have been loaded to the section 5 that is included in the loading plan, 

however, while it was being placed to the starboard of the section 7 to straighten the vessel's 
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inclination, the vessel quickly inclined towards the portside and lied over (Figure 5-6). In the 

meantime, the containers loaded on the hold cover fell into the sea with the force caused by the 

angle of inclination. After the containers on the hold cover fell into the sea, the vessel first 

stabilized (balanced) itself at a certain angle but capsized soon after.  

  

 

Figure 4: An Image during Stowing the 15th Container on the Hold  

 

Figure 5: An Image during Stowing the 16th Container on the Hold 
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Figure 6: The capsizing of the vessel after losing its stability/balance  

1.4 Events Occurred and Rescue Operations at the Aftermath of the Accident  

 

The vessel and  dock worker who were on the deck after the accident tried to protect themselves 

from falling into the sea by hanging on the bulwark stanchion on the port side of the vessel. The 

helmsman leading the port crane was slightly injured after jumping onto the dock.  the crew in 

the accommodation space gathered at the port side gangway. Due to the rupture of all the stern 

lines during the inclination of the vessel, the stern of the vessel moved away about 20 meters 

from the  Pier. 

Since the hold was taking in water from the starboard side hold manhole's cover which was 

open, the vessel continued to incline towards the starboard side due to the free surface effect. 

The harbor pilot boat arrived at the scene of incident at 16:02 and evacuated the port and vessel 

personnel gathered at the port side gangway through gangboard. (Figure 7) Subsequently, the 

vessel continued to incline towards starboard side and capsized with the starboard bilge keel 

grounding on the bottom of the sea.( Figure 8) There were no casualties after the accident. 3  

dock workers and 11 vessel  crew onboard managed abandon the ship 
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Figure 7:  Evacuation operations of  Survivors  

 

 

Figure 8: The image after the vessel capsized  

An emergency response container placed in the port was brought to the scene in order to prevent 

and to respond the spread of marine pollution caused by the accident. Within the scope of the 

Emergency Response Plan, double barriers were placed between  Pier No. 8 and 9 and pollution 

was brought under control. (Figure 9-10)  
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Figure 9: Enclosing the Accident Area with Barriers  

 

 

Figure 10: Local Pollution occurred on the Sea Surface after the Accident  

The pollution was got rid of by the work of the contracted company officials on the date of 

18.05.2017. The  head of air flow escape of the fuel and oil tanks which may cause possible 

vessel-related pollution was blocked and the discharge of waste was started and completed by 

the contracted company on the date of 19.05.2017. Moreover, 16 tons of diesel oil mixed with 

water, lubricating oil, sludge3, bilge and other pollutants  emanated from the vessel and the 

inside of the vessel were discharged and stored at the designated site.(Figure 11) 

                                                           
3 Sludge:  Oil sediment occurred in the crankcase/oil pan 
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Figure 11: Fuel Oil received from the Vessel and Polluted Materials Collected from the 

Sea Surface 

In accordance with the agreement made for the removal of the shipwreck, the floating crane 

arrived in the scene of accident on the date of 31.05.2017 and started working. 93 containers in 

total, which were in the vessel and spread to the sea, were taken from the sea by floating crane. 

As a result of the rescue operations that lasted for a month, the vessel was refloated on the date 

of 30.06.2017.(Figure 12) 

 

Figure 12: Images of the Vessel Refloated  

1.5  Other Information on the Cargo Transported and the Vessel 

 

93 TEU containers in total, each weighing 26.5 - 26.7 MT, were loaded into the vessel ALİ 

AĞA at the dock No. 9 of Port of Bandırma. (Figure 13) There was ground colemanite cargo 

in the containers belonging to Eti Mine Works. Colemanite is the most common one among the 

boron minerals. To tell some areas of usage; it is used in textile glass fiber industry, glass and 
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ceramic industries, metallurgy industry, iron steel industry as an additive to slag and in 

detergent and cosmetic industry. Ground colemanite is transported in sacks of 1 or 2 tons. Sacks 

of ground colemanite, each weighing 1 ton, was stowed in the containers loaded on the vessel 

ALİ AĞA. (Resim 14) 

 

Figure 13: 20”  feet (1 TEU) Container 

 

Figure 14: Ground Colemanite (in Sacks) 
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Building of the vessel ALİ AĞA was completed in 1983 at Astilleros Luzuriaga S.A. 

Pasajes/Spain shipyard and it was launched / put to sea. The vessel is designed to have a single 

cargo hold, also known as single decker.(Figure 15) According to the classification certificate 

issued by Türk Loydu, the vessel's Classification class, the vessel is classified as a dry cargo 

vessel equipped for container transport (Annex - 1). As a result of the periodic class survey 

conducted on the date of 17.10.2016, it was determined that there was no deficiency and the 

condition was found to be sufficient.  

A 5-year Certificate of Document of Complience within ISM Code  was issued for the vessel 

by Türk Loydu on the date of 01.04.2015. As a result of the periodic survey conducted on the 

date of 09.06.2016, approval of conformity was granted in accordance with the requirements of 

ISM Code (Annex - 2). Furthermore, it was noted that no nonconformity was detected as a 

result of the ISM internal audit conducted on the date of 30.04.2017 (Annex - 3). According to 

the Certificate of Seaworthiness issued by Ambarlı Port Authority and valid until 2020, the 

vessel was granted permission for coastal navigation (Annex - 4).  
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Figure 15: General Layout Plan of the Vessel  
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1.6 Key Personnel 

 

The master of the vessel is 59 years old. He has the competence to be a shipmaster in the vessel 

up to 2500 GRT navigating in the near-coastal waters. It was found that he has all the certificates 

that are required by STCW Code and that the certificates are valid. He started his career in 1974 

with Deck Boy Competency. Subsequently, he worked with able seaman and coastal voyage 

master/captain competencies respectively, and was entitled to acquire near voyage master 

competence in 1995. He has been working as a master on vessels with this competence since 

2000. The vessel ALİ AĞA is the container ship on which the master first served and he joined 

the ship on the date of 05.05.2017. In accordance with the Company's Safety Management 

System, he was provided with a 40-minute vessel orientation training by DPA on the date of 

16.04.2017. Within the scope of the training, information on the principles and procedures of 

loading on the container ships was provided. He stated that he was on the bridge during the 

accident and that he left the vessel following the accident after all personnel had abandon the 

ship. 

The chief officer is 42 years old. He has the competence to be Chief Officer on the vessels up 

to 1600 GRT navigating in the waters within the coastal navigation area. It was found that he 

has all the certificates that are required by STCW Code and that the certificates are valid. He 

graduated from Maritime Vocational High School in 1992. He has been working with able 

seaman competence since 1994. Subsequently, he has worked on the ships with small tonnage 

with watchkeeping officer competence and worked on dredging ships and service ships with 

restricted master competence until 2016. The vessel ALİ AĞA is the container ship on which 

the chief officer first served and he joined the ship on the date of 03.04.2017. In accordance 

with the Company's Safety Management System, he was provided with a 30-minute vessel 

orientation training by DPA on the date of 31.03.2017. Within the scope of the training, 

information on the principles and procedures of loading on the container ships was provided. 

He was on deck during the accident. After the accident, he left the vessel through gangboard of 

the port side gangway. 

The tally clerk is 37 years old. He completed his undergraduate studies at Maritime and Port 

Authorities in 2001. He has been working at Port of Bandırma for 7 years. He is the supervisor 

of the port and crane personnel on the vessel. He is responsible for the vessel operations at the 

port. He stated that he had received training on occupational safety, IMDG Code and first aid. 
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He was on the deck together with the chief officer during the accident. After the accident, he 

left the vessel through gangboard of the port side gangway. 

Crane Operator is 33 years old. He has Level 3 mobile crane operator competence dated 

10.06.2016 and valid for 5 years. He has been working as a mobile crane operator in Port of 

Bandırma for 5 years. He acts in accordance with the instructions of the tally clerk working as 

the ship's officer and supervisor responsible for loading operations. He stated that he received 

training on occupational safety, IMDG Code, forklift and first aid. He was using the port crane 

used to load containers during the accident. 
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SECTION 2- ANALYSIS  

2.1 Loading Operation 

2.1.1 Suitability of the Vessel 

 

The Intact Stability Booklet of the vessel named ALİAĞA was approved by Türk Loydu, the 

classification society of the vessel, according to IMO Res. A.749(18). According to the 

classification certificate issued for the vessel by Türk Loydu, the vessel is classified as "Dry 

Cargo Vessel Equipped for Container Transport". (Annex - 1) 

Criteria for the transportation of containers are determined in the booklet approved by Türk 

Loydu. To mention these; 

 To meet the stability requirements in departure and arrival conditions with container, 

WB2P, WB3P/S, WB4P/S, WB7C, WB8C and Fore Peak tanks must be 100% full and 

WB2S tank must be 80% full. 

 The permissible load for 3 rows/lines of 1 TEU container in the hold is 50 tons and 60 

tons for 2 TEU containers. The permissible load for 2 rows/lines of 1 TEU container on 

the hold cover is 30 tons. The permissible load for 3 rows/lines of containers on the well 

decks at the bow and stern of the vessel is 7.5 tons.  

 The total container loading capacity is 142 TEU; 80 TEU in the hold, 56 TEU on the 

hold cover, 3 TEU on the well deck at the bow, 3 TEU on the well deck at the stern. 

According to the agreed Loading Plan (Annex - 5) it is stipulated that 96 TEU containers shall 

be loaded to the vessel, weights of each range from 26.5 tons to 26.7 tons, 78 of these containers 

shall be stowed on the hold and the remaining 15 shall be stowed on the hold cover. According 

to the stability criteria of container loading; although permissible load for loading 3 rows/lines 

of 1 TEU container in the hold should be 50 tons, it is understood that this limit is exceeded and 

it turned out to be 80 tons and loading approximately 30 tons more than the permissible amount 

was carried out, and a total of 780 tons of excessive load was loaded into the hold.  

According to the issues determined above, it was found that the loading plan was not prepared 

in accordance with the container loading criteria approved for the vessel and that the weight per 

unit was exceeded while loading. 
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2.1.2 Ship’s Stability  

 

In maritime, the term "stability" is defined as the ability of a ship floating in an upright position 

to return to this position after inclining towards one side under action of an external force.  

The stability of a ship is defined by the determination of two points. These are the center of 

gravity (G) and the center of buoyancy (B). Of these, the center of gravity (G) is the point at 

which the vertical forces forming the weight of the ship meet. The point at which the vertical 

forces that make a ship float, i.e. push it upwards, is called the center of buoyancy.  

If a ship floating in an upright position inclines towards one side under the effect of any external 

force (such as wind or wave effect) and the weights/gravities on the ship was displaced due to 

this inclination, the point G remains fixed. The point B moves towards the inclination side until 

it becomes the new geometric center of the underwater structure changed due to this inclination 

and it comes to the point like B'. As a result of the inclination towards one side, the forces 

affecting the ship at points G and B' determine the stability of the ship. 

Another concept related to the stability is the Point Metacentre, which is expressed by the letter 

“M". The point at which the force line passing through point B’ intersects the ship's center line 

(CL) is the point metacentre. It is assumed that this point shall remain fixed with small 

inclination angles, such as 10° - 15°, and when the ship inclines towards one side, point B 

moves on an arc of circle, center of which is the point M. In the case of large inclination angles, 

since point B will be displaced more, point M will not remain fixed and will be displaced 

accordingly.  

The distance between the center of gravity (G) and the point metacentre (M) is called the 

metacentric height, and is expressed by GM. Metacentric height is a function of GZ and is used 

to calculate ship's stability inclination angles up to 15°. GM is considered as positive if the point 

G is below the point M and considered as negative if the point G is above the point M. 
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Figure 16: The Force Couple Surrounding the Vessel  

The value of this force couple is; Δ x GZ.  

In this formula; Δ = Displacement (Ship's gravity), GZ = the length of the perpendicular line 

drawn from the point G to the force line B' and it is expressed by "Righting Lever".  

There are three kinds of stability of ships. These are stable equilibrium, neutral equilibrium and 

unstable equilibrium.  

If a ship inclining towards one side due to external forces is able to return to an upright position, 

that ship has a stable equilibrium. In stable equilibrium, GM is positive (the point G is below 

the point M), GZ lever is on the side towards which the ship inclines.(Figure 16)  

If a ship inclining towards one side due to external forces preserves its condition, i.e. can neither 

return to an upright position nor incline more, that ship has a neutral equilibrium. In neutral 

equilibrium, GM is zero ( the point G is overlaps the point M), the value of GZ is zero.(Figure 

17) 

If a ship inclining towards one side due to external forces doesn't return to its first position and 

continues to incline, the stability of the ship under is called unstable equilibrium. In unstable 

equilibrium, GM is negative (the point G is above the point M), GZ lever is on the reverse side 

of the side towards which the ship inclines.(Figure 18) 
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Figure 17: A Vessel with Neutral Equilibrium       Figure 18: A vessel with Unstable 

Equilibrium 

The stability criteria to be applied for the vessels of 24 m in length and above which is stipulated 

with the IS Code (Code on Intact Stability) published by the IMO: 

 The value of the area under the moment arm curve up to Ф=30º should not be less than 

0.055 metre-radians or the value of the area under the righting moment arm curve up to 

Ф=40º or the angle of down-flooding, whichever is smaller, should not be less than 0.09 

metre-radians. The value of the area under the righting moment arm curve between 

Ф=30º to Ф=40º or up to the angle of down-flooding, whichever is smaller, should not 

be less than 0.03 metre-radians. 

 The value of righting moment arm should be at least 0.2 m at or greater than Ф=30º. 

 The maximum value of righting moment arm should be greater than Ф=25º, preferably 

greater than Ф=30º. 

 The initial metacentric height (GM) should not be less than 0.15 meters. 

When the stability calculations made by the ship according to the loading plan (Annex - 6) are 

examined, it is seen that only GM distance is taken as the criteria among the criteria mentioned 

above and this value is found to be 0.35 meters. In determining this value, the Free Surface 

Moment (FSM) occurred in the tanks was not taken into consideration. In addition, no data, 

which indicates that any determination made related to the other criteria, were found. 
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Stability calculations made according to the ship's cargo, ballast, fuel oil, fresh water amount 

and other additional information (Annex - 7) and the issues determined are as follows: 

 The KG value was found to be 5.41, and it was found that the critical KG value should 

be 4.99 meters maximum according to the current displacement and trim in the approved 

stability booklet. When these criteria were taken into consideration, it was determined 

that the critical KG value was exceeded. 

 The initial metacentric height was found to be 0.168 meters and it was observed that it 

was not below the critical GM value that is 0.15 meters. 

 The value of the area under the moment arm curve up to Ф=30º was found to be -0.005 

metre-radians, and it was determined that this value was less than the critical value that 

is 0.055 metre-radians. 

 The value of the area under the righting moment arm curve up to Ф=40º or the angle of 

down-flooding was found to be 0.002 metre-radians, and it was observed that it was less 

than the value it should be that is 0.09 metre-radians. 

 The value of the area under the righting moment arm curve between Ф=30º to Ф=40º or 

up to the angle of down-flooding was found to be -0.003 metre-radians, and it was 

determined that it was less than the critical value that is 0.03 metre-radians. 

 The value of the righting moment arm was found to be 0.046 meters while Ф=30º or 

greater and it was observed that it was below the critical value it should be that is 0.2 

meters. 

 The maximum value of righting moment arm was found to be Ф=40, it was determined 

that it was in accordance with the criteria that this value should be greater than Ф=25º, 

preferably greater than Ф=30º. 

As a result of the evaluation made according to the issues determined above, the following data 

were obtained; 

 Stability calculations made according to the loading plan do not meet the stability 

criteria of IS Code, 

 Stability values provided by the ship are incomplete and do not match with the actual 

values, 

 The vessel had a neutral equilibrium after the 93rd container was stowed into the vessel, 

the vessel came at unstable equilibrium following the stowing of 94th container and as 

a result, the vessel inclined towards the starboard side and started to capsize, 
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 The vessel had a stable equilibrium for a short period of time since all the containers on 

the hold cover fell into the sea, 

 With the free surface moment caused since sea water went in the hold from the starboard 

stern side hold manhole that was open, the vessel completely inclined towards its 

starboard side and capsized 

 

2.1.3 Communication Established Between the Vessel and Terminal Authority 

 

Shipmasters and terminal representatives cooperate with each other in accordance with the 

provisions of Section VI of Rule 7 of SOLAS Convention dated 1974, and in accordance with 

the following procedures: 

 

a) The shipmaster and the terminal representative agree on the loading or unloading plan prior 

to the loading or unloading of the loads. 

b) If any change in the plan may affect the safety of the vessel or crew, it shall be prepared 

and approved by the parties as a revised plan. 

c) An effective communication system shall be established between the vessel and the 

terminal during the loading or unloading process and shall be maintained until the loading 

or unloading is completed. The terminal representative shall immediately comply with the 

shipmaster's request to stop loading or unloading. 

d) The shipmaster and terminal representative shall carry out the loading or unloading 

operations in accordance with the agreed plan. The terminal representative is responsible 

for the loading or unloading of the load in terms of the order of hold and the amount and 

speed of loading or unloading specified in the plan. The agreed loading or unloading plan 

shall be followed unless there is a written agreement between the shipmaster and the 

terminal representative. 

It is understood that the ship and terminal agreed on a loading plan, but that the loading 

operations was not carried out according to the procedures of this agreement. Although 93rd 

container should have been placed on the line No. 02 of section No. 5 specified in the loading 

plan, as it can be understood from the statements, the loading plan was changed by the chief 

officer who was managing the loading operation on behalf of the vessel, and it was placed on 

the line No. 03 of section No. 7. As a result of this process, the vessel noticeably inclined 

towards the starboard side.(Figure19) Subsequently, the vessel's inclination towards the 
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starboard side continued to increase as 94th container was being placed on the line No. 04 of 

section No. 7 to fix the inclination of the vessel towards the starboard side, and the vessel 

capsized.(Figure 20) 

  

Figure 19: The Moments at which the 93rd Container was being stowed  

 

  

Figure 20: The Moments at which the 94th Container was being stowed  

When considered the above, it was understood that no written agreement was reached between 

the shipmaster and the terminal representative regarding the change in the loading plan. In 

addition, it was learned that the crane operator did not listen to the directives of the chief officer 

and there was a discussion about the stowing of the remaining containers as soon as possible. 

However, it was found that there was no attempt by the ship to stop the loading operation. 

Accordingly, it was evaluated that there was no effective communication between the ship and 

terminal during loading process. 
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2.2 The Manning of the ALİAĞA 

 

A 4-year Minimum Safe Manning Certificate was issued to ALİ AĞA in 2016. (Annex – 8) It 

was observed that the vessel was manned more than it should be according to the Minimum 

Safe Manning Certificate. Although 10 personnel onboard are enough for the aforementioned 

zone according to the certificate, the vessel was manned with 13 personnel. According to the 

certificate, one watchkeeping officer, two seamen (O/S) and one cook was employed onboard 

as an extra. The shipmaster and the second mate have GOC and the chief officer has ROC 

certificate and that meets the criteria for having a radio officer for the aforementioned zone.  

Although the voyage area was designated as "Coastal Navigation", the criteria of “Port 

Navigation” were taken into account in manning as the vessel navigated between ports within 

the Sea of Marmara. The competencies of the ship's personnel correspond to the tonnage class 

of the vessel and the aforementioned navigation zone. 

2.2.1 Minimum Manning Principles 

 

SOLAS ́ 74 / Chapter V / Rule 14, as applied, regulates the manning by providing the following: 

“Contracting Governments undertake, each for its national ships, to maintain, or, if it is 

necessary, to adopt, measures for the purpose of ensuring that, from the point of view of safety 

of life at sea, all ships shall be sufficiently and efficiently manned.” 

IMO Assembly4 Resolution A.1047 (27) sets out the rules that should be used in applying the 

principles of minimum safe management to ensure the safe operation and safety of ships, and 

the protection of the marine environment. 

The purpose of these rules is to focus primarily on manning of a ship in an adequate, effective 

and efficient manner to meet the following criteria:  

 The safety and security of the ship  

 Safe navigation 

 Safe operation at sea 

 Safe operation in port 

 Prevention of human injury or loss of life 

                                                           
4 IMO Assembly: The highest managing body of the organization. It consists of all member states. 
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 The avoidance of damage to the marine environment and to property 

 The maintenance of the welfare and health of seafarers/seamen through the avoidance 

of fatigue 

 

2.2.1.1 Operator's Seafarer Employment Procedure 

 

It is paid attention that the grades and capacities of the ship's personnel should be based on the 

performance at the appropriate levels of responsibility specified in the STCW Code while 

emphasizing the ship personnel's merit, abilities and skills onboard to be considered in 

minimum safe manning of ships. 

Moreover, according to the amendments to the ISM Code Rules, which were adopted with 

circular named MSC.353(92) and entered into force on the date of 1 January 2015, it set new 

terms and conditions for determining ship personnel's levels. 

With this amendment, companies shall ensure that their vessels are manned with competent, 

certified and medically qualified seafarers to maintain safe operation covering all aspects of the 

ship. 

The master of the ship joined the vessel ALİAĞA 10 days before the accident. He completed 

his orientation training at the company's main office at the date of 16 April 2017. He was given 

a 40-minute training in total in which he was informed about the Safe Management System, 

explained the main policies of the company, introduced the company's security officers, 

reminded of the critical values that should be considered in container loading and given a copy 

of the intact stability booklet. 

It was observed that the chief officer of the vessel completed the orientation training at the 

company's main office on the date of 31 March 2017 when he joined the ship 45 day ago. He 

received a 30-minute training in total in which he was reminded of all the information given to 

the shipmaster and was given a copy of the intact stability booklet. 

Considering that the most important factor that is considered to be the cause of the accident is 

the failure to comply with the container loading criteria in the intact stability booklet, it was 

evaluated that the training of the shipmaster and the chief officer was not successful and 

therefore, the company's Safety Management Policy is inadequate within the scope of the 
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compliance of the company's personnel competence with the amended rules of the above 

mentioned ISM Code. 

2.2.2 Duties of the Shipmaster in terms of Cargo Handling Safety 

 

Article 1091 titled Paying Attention to Whether the Ship is Suitable for Loading and Unloading 

of the Turkish Commercial Code No. 641, as amended, has the following provisions: 

 (1) The shipmaster must ensure that the loading and unloading are carried out in accordance 

with the rules applicable in maritime although the loading and unloading vehicles are suitable 

for their intended use and that the stowing is carried out by private stowers.  

(2) In accordance with the rules applicable in maritime, the shipmaster must pay attention to 

ensure that the vessel is not overloaded, that the vessel has the necessary ballast and that the 

vessel holds are equipped suitable to admit and protect the goods to be transported. 

In the light of the aforementioned provisions, it was considered that the shipmaster ignored the 

rules and regulations regarding safe navigation while preparing the vessel ALİAĞA for the 

navigation and this was one of the factors causing the marine accident.  

2.2.3 Evaluation of the Competencies of the Shipmaster 

 

The competence of the shipmaster of the vessel ALİAĞA is defined in Article 4 titled 

Definitions of Regulation for Seafarers published with the date 31/7/2002 and number 24832 

as follows; 

“The seafarer who is in charge of a seagoing ship between 500-3000 GT as described in 

paragraphs 3,4.2 and 4.3 of the Convention Regulation II/2,” 

The shipmaster of ALİAĞA is entitled to this competence with the following Provision; 

Article 8 titled Requirements for Competency for Deck Department Seafarers (Amended: RG-

23/8/2012-28390);  

However, those who are authorized to hold a near voyage master class III or near coastal 

voyage master class IV or restricted chief officer or those who have left the Naval Forces 

Command but hold a near voyage chief officer certificate in accordance with the provisions of 

the Regulation on the Principles of Training, Certification, Examination, Watchkeeping, 
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Registering and Manning of Seafarers are entitled to hold a chief officer certificate without 

taking any examinations provided that they hold a GMDSS Restricted Radio Operator 

Certificate (ROC). 

In addition, with the provision of the following article of the same regulation, it is understood 

that the shipmaster is entitled to have the gained rights; 

Article 15 titled Gained Rights - Rights and powers of shipmaster and deck officers, chief 

engineer and engine officers (amended with the title: RG-04/03/2007-26452); 

2) Those who previously hold a near voyage master class III certificate and adopted to hold a 

chief officer certificate shall be authorized to assume duty, 

On cargo ships up to 2500 GT engaged in near coastal voyages in the capacity of a shipmaster, 

On cargo ships up to 12000 GT engaged in near coastal voyages in the capacity of a chief 

officer, 

On cargo ships up to 15000 GT engaged in every zone in the capacity of a watchkeeping officer, 

On cargo ships up to 3000 GT engaged in every zone in the capacity of a chief officer,” 

The mandatory minimum requirements for certification of masters and first mates on ships with 

500 gross tons or greater are sets out in Part A-II/2 of the STCW Code. It is expected from the 

authorities to train and certify the masters and the first mates on the basis of the principles 

regarding the “safe loading” specified in the table (Figure 21) generated in accordance with 

these conditions. 

Furthermore, it was evaluated that the shipmaster of ALİAĞA has an insufficient knowledge in 

a field that requires a specific loading plan and calculation such as container load, and it was 

determined that this situation was one of the factors causing the accident. 
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Figure 21: Cargo Handling and Stowing at the level of Part A-II/2 of STCW Code  

 

2.2.4 Evaluation of the Competencies of the Chief Officer 

 

The competence of the chief officer of the vessel is defined in Article 4 titled Definitions of 

Regulation for Seafarers published with the date 31/7/2002 and number 24832 as follows; 

“Chief Officer: The seafarer in charge of a seagoing ship of between 500-3000 GT and ranked 

after the master as described in paragraphs 3,4.1 and 4.3 of the Convention Regulation II/2,” 

The chief engineer is entitled to this competence with the following Provision, 

Article 8 titled Requirements for Competency for Deck Department Seafarers (Amended: RG-

23/8/2012-28390);  

“However, those who are authorized to hold a near voyage watchkeeping officer certificate, 

near voyage chief officer certificate, and restricted watchkeeping officer certificate in 

accordance with the provisions of the Regulation on the Principles of Training, Certification, 
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Examination, Watchkeeping, Registering and Manning of Seafarers are entitled to hold a 

"watchkeeping officer" certificate without taking any examinations provided that they hold a 

GMDSS Restricted Radio Operator Certificate (ROC).” 

In addition, with the provision of the following article of the same regulation, it is understood 

that the chief officer is entitled to have the gained rights; 

Article 15 titled Gained Rights - Rights and powers of shipmaster and deck officers, chief 

engineer and engine officers (amended with the title: RG-04/03/2007-26452); 

“a) Watchkeeping Officer; 

1) Those who previously hold a near voyage watchkeeping officer certificate or hold a Radio 

Officer certificate and adopted to hold a watchkeeping officer certificate shall be authorized to 

assume duty, 

On cargo ships up to 1250 GT engaged in near coastal voyages in the capacity of a chief officer, 

On cargo ships up to 1600 GT engaged in coastal voyages/navigations in the capacity of a chief 

officer, 

On cargo ships up to 3000 GT engaged in every zone in the capacity of a watchkeeping officer.” 

A similar situation to the title in which the competence of the shipmaster of ALİAĞA is 

evaluated also applies to the chief officer of the ship. Similarly, as a result of the procedures 

related to the loading and the interview with the chief officer, it was evaluated that the chief 

officer could not meet the relevant criteria while it is referred in the Regulation for Seafarers 

that training should be received according to the criteria of Part A-II/2 of STCW Code.  

Moreover, the fact that the chief officer meets the "Watchkeeping Officer" criteria only for the 

vessel with the same tonnage as the vessel ALİAĞA has draws attention as another issue. It 

was observed that he was appointed to the vessel ALİAĞA as a chief officer in accordance with 

the provision of Note 9 of Table 1 of the Directive regarding the Manning of Ships that is 

Regulation for Seafarers published with the date 31/7/2002 and number 24832 which is given 

below; 

“Those who hold a Watchkeeping Officer certificate is able to carry out the duty of chief officer 

on the ships with 1600-3000 GT (including 1600 GT, but not including 3000 GT) engaged in 

port navigation.” 
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although the navigation zone of the vessel is specified as "Coastal Navigation" in the Certificate 

of Seaworthiness, since the vessel is engaged in "port navigation". With this provision, although 

the chief officer who holds a "Watchkeeping Officer" certificate does not currently meet the 

training requirements stipulated by Part A-II/2 of STCW Code, he made the article 9 specified 

in the related table of the Directive debatable as he was appointed as the chief officer to the 

vessel in accordance with the directive. It was determined that the Chief Officer is not suitable 

to be a "Chief Officer" on a ship with this tonnage which requires a special procedure such as 

container loading, but carries out this duty due to the issues stated in the directive and this 

situation is considered as one of the factors causing the accident. 

2.3 Similar Accidents 

 

In the reports regarding the EROL ŞENKAYA accident published in 2013 and the TINAZTEPE 

S accident published in 2018, sub-standard practices similar to the ones in the ALİAĞA 

accident related to “Loading Approaches" on the cargo ships up to 3000 GRT were found. 

One of the main problems set forth as a result of the evaluations made is the shipmasters 

operating such ships have "Lack of Competence" regarding the loading principles required by 

the safe navigation rules. 

The inefficacy of "Communication and Coordination" that should be established between the 

ship and the terminal draws attention as another factor causing the accident. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: The Regulation for Seafarers published in the Official Gazette dated 31/7/2002 and 

numbered 24832 was repealed and the Regulation for Seafarers and Marine Pilots published 

in the Official Gazette dated 10/2/2018 and numbered 30328 was put into force. 
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SECTION 3- CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. The loading plan was not prepared in accordance with the container loading criteria in 

the stability booklet approved by Türk Loydu and the weight per unit was exceeded 

during loading. 

 

2. According to the stability calculation made by the ship, only GM distance was taken as 

a criteria among the stability criteria to be applied for the vessels of 24 m in length and 

above which is put into effect with the IS Code (Code on Intact Stability) and in 

determining this value, the Free Surface Moment (FSM) occurred in the tanks was not 

taken into consideration.  

 

3. The vessel had a neutral equilibrium after the 93rd container was stowed into the vessel, 

the vessel came at unstable equilibrium following the stowing of 94th container and as 

a result, the vessel continue to incline towards the starboard side and capsized.  

 

4. No written agreement was reached between the shipmaster and the terminal 

representative regarding the change made in the loading plan.  

  

5. During the loading, there was a dispute between the terminal and the ship, but there was 

no attempt by the shipmaster to stop the loading operation.  

 

6. Although the navigation zone is specified as "Coastal Navigation" in the Certificate of 

Seaworthiness, "Port Navigation" criteria was taken into consideration in manning of 

the ship since the vessel navigated between the ports within the Sea of Marmara. 

 

7. The content of the orientation training of the shipmaster and the chief officer arranged 

in accordance with the principles of the company's Safety Management Policy was 

insufficient in terms of the compliance of the personnel competence with the ship within 

the scope of the amended rules of the ISM Code. 

 

8. While preparing the vessel ALİAĞA for the navigation, the shipmaster ignored the rules 

and regulations regarding safe navigation specified in the paragraph 1 and 2 of the 

Article 1091 titled Paying Attention to Whether the Ship is Suitable for Loading and 

Unloading of the Turkish Commercial Code No. 6495, as amended.  
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9. The shipmaster gained this competence through adaptation within the scope of gained 

rights in the current regulation and according to the criteria of Part A-II/2 of STCW 

Code, the shipmaster's competence level was insufficient in a field that requires a 

specific loading plan and calculation such as container load. 

 

10. The competence of the chief officer is in conformity with the Directive regarding the 

Manning of Ships, but when considered the compliance of the competence standards 

with the functions of Part A-II/2 of STCW Code, he remained limited in meeting the 

"Chief Officer" standards.  
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SECTION 4- RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

It is recommended; 

To Maritime Administration 

08/02-18 On all Turkish flagged ships with greater than 500 GRT engaged in national 

navigation, the need for regulation for the implementation of the International 

Safety Management Code should be considered, 

 

09/02-18 In addition to having intact stability booklet on ships, a regulation should be made 

for the availability of a stability calculation software (loadmaster) specific to that 

ship, 

 

010/02-18 A regulation should be made regarding that the masters of the ship engaged in 

national navigation should submit a calculation indicating the compliance of the 

loading operations with the relevant stability criteria to the port authority in order 

to issue a port clearance certificate, 

To Ship’s Company 

011/02-18 Cooperation between terminal and ship should be supported by developing 

procedures which aims to establish more effective control to prevent 

communication problems, 

 

012/02-18 The company's employment policy should be reviewed regarding the competence, 

qualification and experience standards based on the level of responsibility of the 

personnel to be employed, 

 

013/02-18 The Safety Management System should be revised within the framework of 

manning requirements including the training onboard, 

To Port Management  

014/02-18 Additional measures should be taken to improve the communication and 

cooperation between the terminal and the ship within the framework of the 

relevant SOLAS criteria, 
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